Listed are NHMRC grants held by AMREP staff in 2015.

Program Grants


Centres of Research Excellence


NHMRC GRANTS CURRENT IN 2015


Development Grants

Enabling Grants

European Union Collaborative Research Grants


Partnership Projects


Project Grants


McNamara B, Eades S, Jorm L, Preen D, Jones J, Gubhaju L, Shepherd C, McAullay D. ‘Defying the odds’: exploring the impact of perinatal outcomes, maternal social and health outcomes and levels of culturally appropriate service availability on the health of Western Australian Aboriginal infants and children. 2015-2018: $634,885. Administering institution: Baker IDI.


NHMRC GRANTS CURRENT IN 2015


Research Fellowships
Febbraio MA. 2012-2016. Administering institution: Baker IDI.
Thomas M. 2010-2015. Administering institution: Baker IDI.

Practitioner Fellowships
Kistler P. 2012-2016. Administering institution: Baker IDI.
NHMRC GRANTS CURRENT IN 2015

Career Development Fellowships
Lee-Young R. 2013-2016. Administering institution: Baker IDI.

Early Career Fellowships
Lim K. 2013-2016. Administering institution: Baker IDI.
McNamara B. 2010-2015. Administering institution: Baker IDI.